GO TOUCHLESS TODAY

Complete and ready to install

ZERK-SM
EZ Flush® Gen 2 Sensor Retrofit Kit with vandal-resistant chrome metal cover. Features true mechanical override button.

ZERK-CPM
EZ Flush Sensor Retrofit Kit with vandal-resistant chrome metal cover.

EASY INSTALLATION
MANUAL OVERRIDE
FLUSH BUTTON
NO SOLENOID
SENSOR DETECTION
UNIVERSAL DESIGN

Are your customers ready for a touchless restroom? Tell them they can upgrade from manual to hands-free at a lower cost and in fewer steps.
The universal design works with any diaphragm operated flush valve! The sensor flush valve helps reduce germs and water waste thanks to its consistent performance and precision.
From install through countless cycles, recommend the automatic upgrade for your customers and their users.

Zurn EZ Gear Sensor Flush Valves

Zurn EZ Flush® Sensor Retrofit Kits for Flush Valves

Zurn Diaphragm and Piston Operated Sensor Flush Valves

Are your customers ready for a touchless restroom? Tell them they can upgrade from manual to hands-free at a lower cost and in fewer steps.
The universal design works with any diaphragm operated flush valve! The sensor flush valve helps reduce germs and water waste thanks to its consistent performance and precision.
From install through countless cycles, recommend the automatic upgrade for your customers and their users.

Other water closet and urinal flush volumes also available.
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ZER6003AV-ULF-SM
0.125 gpf Diaphragm Sensor Flush Valve for Urinal
ZER6000AV-WS1-SM
1.6 gpf Diaphragm Sensor Flush Valve for Water Closet
ZTR6203-WL-ULF
0.125 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Urinal
ZER6200-WS1-SM
1.6 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Water Closet
ZER6000AV-WS1-CPM
1.6 gpf Diaphragm Sensor Flush Valve for Water Closet
ZTR6203-WL-CPM
0.125 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Urinal
ZER6003AV-ULF
0.125 gpf Diaphragm Sensor Flush Valve for Urinal
ZER6200-WS1
1.6 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Water Closet
ZER6200-ULF
0.125 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Urinal
ZER6003AV-WS1
1.6 gpf Diaphragm Sensor Flush Valve for Urinal
ZER6000AV-WS1
1.6 gpf Diaphragm Sensor Flush Valve for Water Closet
ZTR6203-WL
0.125 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Urinal
ZER6000AV-WS1-SM
1.6 gpf Diaphragm Sensor Flush Valve for Water Closet
ZTR6203-WL-SM
0.125 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Urinal
ZER6200-ULF-SM
0.125 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Water Closet
ZER6003AV-ULF-TM
0.125 gpf Diaphragm Sensor Flush Valve for Urinal
ZER6000AV-WS1-TM
1.6 gpf Diaphragm Sensor Flush Valve for Water Closet
ZTR6203-WL-ULF-TM
0.125 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Urinal
ZER6200-WS1-TM
1.6 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Water Closet
ZER6200-ULF-TM
0.125 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Water Closet
ZER6003AV-ULF-SM
0.125 gpf Diaphragm Sensor Flush Valve for Urinal
ZER6000AV-WS1-SM
1.6 gpf Diaphragm Sensor Flush Valve for Water Closet
ZTR6203-WL-ULF-SM
0.125 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Urinal
ZER6200-WS1-SM
1.6 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Water Closet
ZER6200-ULF-SM
0.125 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Water Closet
ZER6003AV-ULF-TM
0.125 gpf Diaphragm Sensor Flush Valve for Urinal
ZER6000AV-WS1-TM
1.6 gpf Diaphragm Sensor Flush Valve for Water Closet
ZTR6203-WL-ULF-TM
0.125 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Urinal
ZER6200-WS1-TM
1.6 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Water Closet
ZER6200-ULF-TM
0.125 gpf Piston Sensor Flush Valve for Water Closet